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SUMMARY
The genetic determination of several heat tolerance characteristics and the nature
of their correlations to the whole adaptability-productivity complex are still uncertain. A
genetic approach for maximising absolute individual reproductive and productive
performance under heat stress, expressed by the composite term "productive
adaptability" with sufficient genetic foundation and economic value, seerrfs to be most
appropriate.
An important determinant of the productive adaptability is body size which has
significantly lower optimum under heat stress, also improving the maintenance
metabolism and protein muscle turn over rate. Significant improvement can also be ex
pected through specific major gene effects directly improving the efficiency of
thermoregulatory mechanism and indirectly the production efficiency as evident in
poultry. In addition to the single or additive genetic effects special emphasis should be
given to exploitation of heterosis effects expected to be higher under heat stress,
whereby maternal heterosis is more important specially for maternal reproductive abilities.
In transfering genetic gains from temperate to hot tropical regions significant genotype
xenvironment interactions mustbe expected signifying actual tests under the specific
environmental condition. Synthetic line breeding using differentiated genotypes also seems
to be promising in securing distinct degree of maternal and individual heterosis,
specially for tropical production systems.
INTRODUCTION
Long term exposures to extremely hot or cold climate and the process of
natural selection has led to extreme genetic differentiation between species, breeds etc.
providing clues for identifying special characteristics and genetic aspects associted with
tlie adaptation process. A clear definition, of the selection parameters and understanding
of their underlying biological mechnism is necessary for their fullest exploitation aiming
at a composite improvement in adaptability and productivity under heat stress.
High ambient temperatures, individually stimulate the thermoregulataty system in
combination with other climatic factors and directly affect the performance level in
concurrence with growing regulatory activities to stabilize internal body temperatures.
Differential individual reactions to thermal stress by generating physical heat loss
through physiological and behavioural reactions and/or through changes in basal engergy
production result in a specific productive adaptability of an animal under heat stress.
Extensive reviews of the mechanism of adaptation to heat stress are available in
the literature (Dill et al., 1964; Yousef, 1985; Johnson, 1987 etc.). Hyperthermia is
mainly defined by insufficiency in heat loss and excess in external and internal heat
gain or combination of both. According to specific abilities of different species, heat
loss is increased by cutaneous or respiratory evaporative cooling or by convection, con
duction and radiation from the skin. Heat production is decreased by reduced
metabolism for production, lower basal metabolic rate and lower protein degredation
rate. Furthermore, the animal is protected against external heat influx through morpho
logical characteristics as body surface as well as structure and pigmentation of
integument. These mechanisms are different in their functional efficiencies and are
widely affected by genetically determined components.
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Characteristics of heat tolerance and their genetic foundations
Several characteristics for assesment of heat tolerance are available in literature
and many of these have been comprehensively reviewed by Lee (1953), Yeates (1956),
Turner (1958), Binaca (1965) etc.. The field tests are commonly based on the
behaviour of rectal temperature (Rhoad, 1940; Rhoad, 1944; Bonsma, 1949; Benezra,
1954; Dowling, 1956; Turner and Schleger, 1960; Schleger and'Turner, 1960). In these
tests the environmental conditions under which they are conducted are not standardized.
Hence, they are valid only between animals tested at the same place at the same time
(Binaca, 1965). A number of laboratory tests and indices are also proposed, combining
the environmental conditions and individual reactions. Several workers (Seath and Miller,
1947; Gastambide et al., 1952; Lee, 1953) have used regressions of rates of such
reactions as rectal temperature and respiratory rate on air temperature and humidity.
These measures are mostly crude and deal with partial or selective manifestations but
not the composite physiological reaction of individual to climatic stressors (Lee, 1965).
Most of these measures are subjected to a lot of variations during the life time of an
individual depending upon age, physiological condition, diseases and many other short
term environmental effects and their genetic basis is either feeble or unknown. A
genetic approach for improving the adaptation process should be based on
characteristics which are primarily connected with adaptability to heat stress and which
are permanently prevailing or measurable with sufficient repeatability during the whole
life span.
Rectal temperature is very commonly used in various measures of heat tolerance
but genetic studies have reported hertability in cattle to be .25±.12 (Turner, 1982) and
very low in poultry ranging from -.09+.09 under heat stress to .04±.10 in temperate
environment (Petersen et al., 1976). Furthermore, the repeatability of this trait is very'
low and its reported correlations with performance traits (Turner, 19S2) are inconsistant
being -.76±.35, -0.01±.36 and -2.3+2.40 with fertility, cow weight and birth weight of
calf, respectively. On the other hand, coat score based on coat colour and coat type
is reported to be highly heritable (h2 -.79) with a high genetic correlation to average
daily gain (rD -.78) in British beef cattle (Schleger and Turner, 1960), but already the
phenotypic investigations show that they have a very' little bearing on production
performance (Peters et al., 1982). It has been experimentally proved that as long as
the skin is sufficiently pigmented to prevent sunburn, skin erythema or skin cancer,
pigment colour is of minor importance.. An explaination lies in the fact that animals
body emits raditions of relatively long ” wave lengths (5 to 20p; Binaca, 1968). In this
spectral range the animal's body surface is a perfect radiator (emissive power about
0.95) regardless of its colour and is an excellent absorber of heat. In other words,
colour does not affect the absoiption and emission of infrared radiation from surface
(Yousef, 1987).
Another very important pathway for heat stress-protection is decreased internal
heat production by reduced feed intake and behaviouristic activities. As the
"Thermodynamic basal heater" cannot drop below a certain minimum, the status of the
individual's basal metabolism might be a key characteristic for heat tolerance.
In relation to the metabolism-adaptation complex, genetic differences in the rate
of protein synthesis and heat output might also affect individual differences in
thermoregulation. From this point of view, it is important to realize that:
♦ Protein synthesis of an animal is only a small fraction of the total synthesis,
♦ In lines with a high rate of protein turnover in muscles accounting largely for the
heat output, a large amount of heat is produced, even in the growing animal (Webster
1979),
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♦ The process of protein synthesis and protein
degradation is affected by genetic
factors such as "breed" or "strains" which plays equally important role in the control
of protein deposition. A genetically determined slower rate of body protein degradation
not only influences rapid growth (Hayashi et al., 1985) but may also affects metabolic
heat production. Because of the sound genetic foundation of protein synthesis and
degradation '(h2 -.5) in quails (Maeda et al„ 1989) specific selection on reduced
protein degradation could intensively improve adaptability to heat.
Because of the internal heat production by protein synthesis and protein
degradation, acclimatability is affected by the lean body mass of an animal. Further,
because of the relationship between body size and lean body mass growth body size
per se may also act muchmore significantly on adaptation in this pathway than it is
recognized usually (Horst, 1980).
A significant genetic improvement in basal metabolism through reduction in the
maintenance energy requirement can be induced through sex linked dwarf gene, too.
The metabolic trials (Manner, 1988) under controlled' normal (20°c) and high
temperature (34°c) have shown that dwarf birds have significantly low energy
requirements during growing and laying periods (Table 1) giving them inherent ability of
efficient nutrient utilization for adaptation as well as production.
Table 1

Maintenance energy requirements (kJ MEm/wx/d) of dwarf and normal
layers under controlled normal (20°c) and high (34°c) temperature conditions
..... ~n
Controlled high
Controlled normal
temperature
(34°c)
temperature
(20°c)
Age
(weeks)
%
dwDw%
Dwdw13
29
39
49

-

16
32
42
52

411.8
436.4
445.1
432.6

345.9
324.3
384.8
371.3

compiled from: Manner(1988)

16.0
25.7
13.6
14.0

365.9
397.3
384.8
361.0

320.1
330.8
339.5
328.4

12.5
16.7
11.8
9.0

% - Per cent reduction due to dwarf gene

The concept of productive adaptability
A more useful, genetically founded and economically important measure of an
individual's ability to maintain its normal body functions under the heat stress could be
its absolute reproductive and productive performance under the stressful environmental
conditions. This complex phenomenon can be referred by a composite term "productive
adaptability" (Horst, 1984). It is directly expressed and fullfils the requirements of a
sound selection parameter. It is a repeatable and meaningful measurement with
reasonable genetic foundation and economic significance.
Consideration of the composite term, productive adaptability, as a major breeding
aim also avoids a misleading preferential selection of distinct component traits and
provides a possibility for differential improvement of traits specifically interacting with
the prevailing environment. Breeding aim for productive adaptability should also
simultaneously improve the tolerance or stress endurance because of intrinsic negative
correlation between susceptibility and performance, especially in a sphere of progressed
selection.
A direct selection on growth performance in cattle under unfavourable
environments in Australia (Frisch, 1981) leading to an increase in heat tolerance and
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decrease in fasting metabolism (Table 2)- illustrates the positive autocorrelation and
antagonistic relationship between traits of production and adaptation (Frisch and Vercoe,
1982; Finch et al., 1982; Vercoe and Frisch, 1983).
Table 2

Least-squares means for productivity traits of bulls from beef lines under
stressful environment
Selected
line*

T ra it

% Difference
Control
line
(control line=100)

I n i t i a l liv e weight after
48 h fast (kg)

201.4a

175.3

+ 14.9

Final liv e weight a fte r
96 h fast (kg)

217.l a

198.1

+ 9.6

16.3a

23.2

- 29.7

6.4

6.5

Total fasting metabolism
(MJ/day)

18.1

17.7

+ 2.2

Fasting metabolism/kg liv e
weight (kJ/kg/day)

83.3“

89.1

-

Total gains (kg)
Gains over la s t 49 days (kg)

-

1.5

6.6

* Selection aim; growth rate under stressful environment
N - 176
Significant line difference; a - p<0.05
Source: Frisch (1981)
Body size-adaptability phenomenon
In order to facilitate genetic improvement in productive adaptability under
unfavourable conditions, special interest should be simultaneously directed to finding
genetically determined structures which may be especially strongly associated with this
complex trait. There are some examples in animal breeding for physiological and
morphological characteristics with minor or major linkage to heat stress such as: basic
metabolism; excess fatness in broiler dams; size of bones and appendages in cattle and
poultry; skin pigmentation in cattle, sheep and goats; fleece growth in sheep or
feathering in poultry. As to the present knowledge, one of the most important complex
trait with intrinsic effect on adaptability seems to be body weight per se. In the
course of a number of experiments with mice and poultry as models, we have shown
that body size strongly influences the animal’s capacity to acclimatize and to survive
stress and experimentally established the natural body size-adaptability phenomenon
(Horst, 1983, 1984).
The physiological basis for the direct and indirect body weight determination of
productive adaptability is not quite clear. Among its direct effects are those on thermal
capacity and rate of heat loss by radiation and convection. Body size and growth rate
also indirectly influence basal metabolic heat production and maintenance requirements
(Frisch, 1981). Both are involved in the effects on adaptability of internal heat produc
tion associated with metabolism and with protein turnover rate in mucles (Webster,
1979). Lower degree of leanness and smaller metabolic heat load favour smaller animals
under heat stress. The relationship between body size and body surface also supports
smaller animals under high temperature stress and vice versa. But this relationship
should not be overemphacised in species or breeds with reduced function of radiation
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and convection owing to their efficiency of integument insulation (e.g. Merinos) or their
deficiency in sweat glands (as with buffaloes, pigs). Larger body size leads to
unfavourable side effects mainly through relatively poor heat loss which include excess
deposition of fat and reduced gonadel activities in ad libitum feeding systems. In
poultry this also leads to increased frequency of fatty liver syndrome (Kassim et al.,
1982).

Breeding values for total egg ma s s , (kg)

The importance of genetically determined body size for productive adaptability to
tropical conditions was also proved with laying hens simultaneously tested under
temperate as well as naturally fluctuating heat stress, demonstrating lower optimum for
genetically determined body weight of layers under heat stress as illustrated by
relationship between breeding values for body weight and egg mass under temperate
(Germany) and tropical (Malaysia) conditons (Figure 1).

Restriction; Excluding birds with:
Age at mortality<531 days, total egg production<20, incorrect for incomplete data,
family slze<3
Number analysed; Sires: 55, dams: 360, progeny: 2227

Fig. 1 Relationship between beeding values for total egg mass and body weight
in tropical (ICUL) and temperate (BER) locations
Observations in beef cattle also suggest that animals with faster growth rate and
large in size are at a disadvantageous position under heat stress (Franklin, 1986). In
draft animals also arguments in favour of smaller than larger ones are reported
(Starkey, 1985).Furthermore, genetic studies in Japanese Quail (Bowen and Washburn,
1984) suggest that even if selection is made on auxiliary criteria such as heat stress
survival time, there is a resultant decrease in body size due to negative phenotypic (.33) as well as genetic correlations (ranging from -.14 to -.62).
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Heat stress x heterosis interaction
In formulating breeding strategies, not only the genetic foundation as heritability
or correlation but also specific gene actions are important. The well known fact that
crosses have a lack of sensitivity to external conditions (Hull et al., 1963) indicates the
significance of heterosis in the adaptive process. Although planned studies for
investigating heterosis x environment interactions are not numerous for livestock (Barlow,
1981) there are reasonable indications that heterosis, specially for fitness traits is
enhanced by increased stress. It is further important to differentiate between individual
and maternal heterosis, especially for reproduction traits under heat stress, an important
phenomenon that has been neglected so far.
Again at this stage of knowledge laboratory experiments in mice must serve as
models for other livestock species. In our experiments the estimates of individual
maternal heterosis have always proven to be higher under constantly high temperature
(32°C) than under controlled temperate condition (20±2»C) for fitness traits (Figure 2).
Remarkable is the higher maternal heterosis which is still larger under the heat stress.
Heterosis(%)

Age ( days )
—

I nd iv id ua l h e t e r o s i s
Co nt . hlQh t e m p ( 3 2 c )

—4— C on t. no rm t e m p ( 2 0 o )

-

•Q" C o n t . norm temp( 20* c)

Materials Two In b red li n e s (Fa * 88.6% ,ffe-97.4%)

Fig. 2

M a te rn a l h e t e r o a l s
C o n i, h ig h te mp(32*c)

N u m b e r o f f e m a l e s - 20 8

Heterosis effects for litter size in mice under controlled normal and
high temperature housing

The importance of the maternal fraction, specially for pre and postnatal growth
in multiparous animals has been also emphacised in pigs (Mausolf, 1983) and poultry
(Fairfull and Gowe, 1986). A certain reason for the importance of maternal .heterosis
may be that heterosis is improving growth and mainly influencing protein synthesis
(Maeda, 1989), whereas heat producing protein degradation is not connected with
heterotic effects. This may additionally explain the positive influence of heterosis x heat
interaction. In respect to offspring growth it can be expected that mainly genetically
determined prenatal fraction of maternal effect is more involved in hot environment
than under temperate conditions. Environmental temperature stress has apparently an
increasing effect on prenatal factors at birth but also a permanent lasting carry-over
effect after weaning upto the mature stage (Tawfik and Horst, 1979).
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Major genes with tropical relevance
Besides the search for a quantitative genetic basis for heat tolerance for
productive adaptability a new approach is the search for single genes directly linked
to qualitative traits presumably connected with heat tolerance. Several such major genes
are already' propagating in the local fowl populations in the tropics (Horst, 1988). Some
of these genes have been tested over a series of experiments in climatic chambers for
their significance specially for temperature stress.
Among these major genes, the sex linked dwarf gene has been investigated most
extensively (Horst, 1982; Alihussain-Gadhia 1983; Horst, 1983; Selmi and Horst, 1983,
Mathur and Horst, 1989, to name a few). As a direct effect, it leads to a drastic
reduction in body size (upto 30 %). Associated with this are other important side
effects such as reduction in fat liver haemorrages (Kassim, 1980), improved persistancy
(Horst and Gudssent, 1980; Selmi and Horst, 1983) better immunic competence e.g. for
Newcastle disease (Monreal et al., 1975) and improved feed conversion due to improved
basal metabolism (Manner, 1988).
Another kind of significant improvement in adaptation to heat stress can induced
by autosomal major genes for naked neck (Na) and frizzle (F) conditions. The
reduction in feathering intensity through Na gene (about 20-30 % in heterozygous and
upto 40 % in homozygous state) improves the insensible heat loss through exposed
body surface and is also associated with widening of apterial tracts (Horst et al.,
1986). The frizzle gene, on the other hand, aids the thermoregulation efficiency speci
ally under hot dry conditions through better circulation of hot air around the body
due to curly feathers.
Exposure of layers to controlled constant heat stress (34°C) and metabolic trials
with ad-libitum and restricted feeding (Manner, 1988) have revealed that in the birds
adapted to heat stress there is an increase in critical temperature due to the presence
of these major genes (Table 3) which goes still higher in two or three gene
combination showing an excellent ability to the birds to sustain heat stress. Two
different processes are involved in this case. In case of Dwarf and Frizzle birds it is
due to reductions in heat production, however, in case of Naked neck birds the fasting
heat production is reduced but the heat production under ad-libitum feeding is
increased.
This improved energy utilization
of birds due to major genes and their
combinations is also reflected in their composite performance, under controlled constant
heat stress. The most favourable results for productivity are observed due to Naked
neck, followed by Frizzle and Dwarf genes (Table 4). A combination of the feathering
genes seems to yield optimum productivity while a further incorporation of dwarf gene
improves the feed conversion and production efficiency.
Thus, it could be very much advantageous to exploit such genetic effects that
have pronounced direct and indirect effects on heat tolerance. These major gene effects
are simple to manipulate and convenient to integrate into breeding programs by
establishing paternal breeding lines. Furthermore, such single genes (e.g. dwarf) are able
to support heterosis in layers (Yoo et al., 1980). It might be possible that other major
genes such as Naked neck could further improve heterosis under stressful conditions as
indicated for juvenile growth. A search can be made in other domestic animals also to
identify such special genetic effects and exploit them for improving productive
adaptability to heat stress.
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Table 3

Critical temperatures and minimum heat production of layer genotypes with
different major gene combinations adapted to heat stress (34°c)*
Change in
temperature
°C

Genotype

Critical
temperature
°C

Fasting heat
Heat production
(ad libitun feeding) production
(kJ / W* / d)
(kJ / W* / d)

Dw- nana ff
[Normal]

10 - 38
38 - 10

29.4
29.0

459.2 ± 18.2
453.6 ± 16.4

373.9 ± 11.8
379.4 ± 11.3

Dw- nana Ff
[Frizzle]

10 - 38
38 - 10

31.9
31.8

440.6 ± 10.2
447.5 ± 10.2

297.0 ± 11.6
304.5 ± 11.5

Dw- Nana ff
[Naked neck]

10 - 38
38 - 10

31.4
32.0

467.9 ± 10.0
455.4 ± 10.6

367.9 ± 10.9
380.1 ± 11.2

Dw- Nana Ff
[Naked neck - Frizzle]

10 - 38
38 - 10

31.7
31.8

454.9 ± 9.8
463.5 ±.10.1

288.7 ± 9.6
299.0 ± 8.5

dw- nana ff
[Dwarf]

10 - 38
38 - 10

31.2
31.1

336.8 ± 9.8
345.9 ± 10.0

208.7 ± 7.5
217.7 + 7.1

dw- nana Ff
[Frizzle - dwarf]

10 - 38
38 - 10

32.2
32.4

379.2 ± 9.3
375.6 ± 8.7

236.0 ± 8.8
240.4 ± 8.6

dw- Nana ff
[Naked Neck - dwarf]

10 - 38
38 - 10

33.9
34.0

440.1 ± 10.0
449.9 ± 9.6

304.4 ± 8.6
299.3 ± 9.0

dw- Nana Ff
[naked neck - Frizzle
dwarf]

10 - 38
38 - 10

34.3
34.7

423.5 ± 9.4
426.2 ± 9.8

291.6 ± 9.4
296.0 ± 9.3
II

* computed through regression analysis

Table 4

compiled from : Manner (19S8)

Performance of layers carrying different combinations of major genes
under controlled high temperature (32°c) housing
N

Genotype

Body weight
(g)

nana f f Dw- 131

1930 ±27.8

9.4

±0.28

113 ±1.4

0.227

±0.0060

81 2173 ±35.4
88 2012 ±33.9
83 1525 ±34.9

13.5
12.7
8.2

±0.36
±0.35
±0.36

128 ±1.8
119 ±1.7
86 ±1.8

0.291
0.294
0.261

±0.0076
±0.0073
±0.0075

Nana Ff Dw- 82 2144 ±35.1
Nana f f dw- 99 1573 ±31.9
nana Ff dw- 107 1465 ±30.7

15.0
11.6
9.8

±0.36
±0.33
±0.31

134 ±1.8
99 ±1.6
90 ±1.5

0.310
0.318
0.299

±0.0075
±0.0069
±0.0066

Nana Ff

12.3

±0.38

100

0.335

±0.0079

Nana f f Dwnana Ff Dwnana f f dw-

dw-

74

1469 ±36.9

Egg mass
(kg)

Feed intake
(g/day)

±1.9

Feed Efficiency
(EM/Feed)

Adapted from: v.Haaren-Kiso (unpublished)
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Genotype x environment interactions
As a result of long term exposure to heat stress over several generations and
the process of natural selection, specifically differentiated genotypes have been evolved
that are most suitable to the extreme environmental conditions. In the transfer and use
of genotypes developed under optimal environmental conditions to locations with
excessively high temperature, significant genotype x environment interactions must be
expected. The magnitude of these interactions may be measured as reduction in the
genetic correlations between breeding values of the same trait in normal and high
temperature conditions. Such estimates with poultry (Table 5) reveal high magnitude of
the interaction specially for production straits.
Table 5

Estimates of genetic parameters for some performance traits in layers raised
under controlled normal and high temperature housing
Heitability
(h2)
Trait
CN

Body weight(40w) 9
Egg production
Egg weight
9
Egg mass
kg
Feed intake g/day

.80 ±.11
.27 ±.07
.76 ±.11
.29 ±.07
.48 ±.09

CH
.93 ±.13
.25 ±.07
.73 ±.11
.32 +.07
.38 ±.09

Genetic
Stand. dev(oA)

Correlation between
Breeding values

CN

CH

Ig

E(r0)

204
21.8
3.33
1.34
11.2

217
25.4
3.56
1.63
8.24

.76
.24
.70
.28
.61

.83
.42
.80
.48
.68

CN - Controlled normal temperature housing (Temp. 20±2°c, R.H. 70-80%)
CH - Controlled high temperature housing (Temp. 32°c, R.H. 45%)
Sires-59 Prognies-3151
Source: Mathur (1985)
This interaction reduces the efficiency of prediction of performance under heat
stress based on a test in a different environment. Breeding strategies for productive
adaptability to stressful environment have to take into account this phenomenon. It is
also important to note that the heat stress alone hardly reduces the estimates of
heritability or genetic variability for selection strategies but the smaller heritability
estimates usually anticipated in tropical regions are due to factors other than
temperature stress (Mathur and Horst, 1988). The presence of such interactions signifies
actual tests under the stressful conditions prior to further propagation.
Strategic options and perspectives
Thus as long as the genetic basis of the heat tolerance criteria and the genetic
relationship of morphological and functional parameters is not revealed clearly, a genetic
approach for adaptation to heat stress should be aimed at improving the composite
productive adaptability. Such an approach should take due advantage of the knowledge
of major genes of tropical relevance (specially in poultry) or heterosis or a combination
of both. Breeding programs to improve reproductive performance under heat stress
should be specially directed to exploit primarily maternal rather than individual heterosis.
This means crossbred mothers and grandmothers should be preferred to improve repro
ductive performance. The useful methods could be 3-tier discontinous cross breeding or
continous rotational crossing with two or three breeds. Also the creation of synthetic
lines guarantee maternal as well as individual heterosis although reduced in amount of
exploitable heterosis. Synthetic line breeding is a type of pure breeding and, therefore,
better adaptable to production systems with environmental stress and underdeveloped in
frastructure or to species with naturally low productive abilities.
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